ค่าเตือน
1. ให้ผู้เข้าสอบปฏิบัติตามระเบียบที่กำหนดเกี่ยวกับการดำเนินการทดสอบ พ.ศ. 2557 อย่างเคร่งครัด
2. พาหนะโทรศัพท์มือถือ หรือ อุปกรณ์สื่อสาร หรือ อุปกรณ์อิเล็กทรอนิกส์ทุกชนิดเข้าห้องสอบโดยเด็ดขาด
3. พาหนะคอม บัททึกภาพ หรือ เผยแพร่แบบทดสอบ หรือ กระดาษคำตอบโดยเด็ดขาด

หากผู้เข้าสอบฝ่าฝืนข้อปฏิบัติ ทางส. อาจดำเนินการ ดังนี้
1. ไม่ประกาศผลสอบในรายวิชาในวันนั้นๆ หรือ ทุกวันวิชา
2. แจ้งให้สำนักศึกษาของผู้เข้าสอบ เพื่อดำเนินการทางวินัย
3. แจ้งพนักงานที่ฝ่าฝืนไปยังสำนักบัญชีกิจการ เพื่อประกอบการรับแจ้งศึกษาต่อ
4. ดำเนินคดีตามกฎหมายในกรณีที่เกิดความเสียหายแก่ระบบการทดสอบ และ ทางส.

เอกสารนี้เป็นลิขสิทธิ์ของสถาบันทดสอบทางการศึกษาแห่งชาติ (องค์การมหาชน)
การทำซ้ำหรือตีพิมพ์หรือเผยแพร่ในรูปแบบว่าง ให้ถูกดำเนินคดีตามกฎหมาย
Language Use and Reading Comprehension (Item 1-40) (100 marks)

Directions: Choose the correct answer.

Example / ตัวอย่าง

Item 0: Which province is in the northeast of Thailand?

1. Chainat
2. Chiangrai
3. Chumphon
4. Chaiyaphum

The correct answer is 4. Therefore, you must darken the circle with the number 4 in it as follows:

Now start to work on the following questions.

15.10-16.00
1. Which pair of words has the different vowel sound?

1. wet – vet
2. cake – take
3. king – kind
4. wish – wing

2. Which word starts with the same sound as “useful”?

1. unit
2. ugly
3. uncle
4. upset
3. Look at the picture. Where are they?

1. In the store.
2. In the studio.
3. In the garage.
4. In the museum.

4. Which sentence is true for the picture?

1. They get angry.
2. They take photos.
3. They make a net.
4. They feel happy.
5. Look at the picture. What do you say to her?

1. “I want to pull your tooth out.”
2. “You should go to see the dentist.”
3. “Why did you clean your teeth?”
4. “Can I buy you some toothpaste?”

6. You want someone to take a photo for you. What would you say to him?

1. Can I take a photo?
2. May I take a photo of you?
3. Do you want to take a photo?
4. Could you take a photo of me?
7. To get more protein, what kind of food should you take?

1. 
2. 
3. 
4.
8. Mana is riding a motorcycle. At the bridge over the intersection, he sees this sign. What should he do?

1. Go on the bridge.
2. Take the right turn.
3. Not go on the bridge.
4. Not take the left turn.
9. There is a fire while you are watching a film in a cinema.
Which sign should you follow?

1. FIRST AID
2. Exit
3. DO NOT ENTER
4. HELP WANTED
10. Sue is going for a walk in a park.

What should Sue do when she sees the sign?

Please Keep Off The Grass

1. Step into the grass.
2. Jump onto the grass.
3. Not walk on the grass.
4. Not run out of the grass.

11. Daisy and Megan are making pumpkins like ghosts. They are celebrating the festival. What festival is it?

1. Easter
2. Christmas
3. Halloween
4. Thanksgiving
12. What can you see on the New Year’s Eve?

1. 
2. 
3. 
4.
13-14 Look at the pictures.

13. From the pictures, which sentence is correct?

1. They are doing homework.
2. They love playing outdoor sports.
3. They help their mothers do housework.
4. They cook special dinner for their family.

14. What do you think about the two children? They are ________.

1. diligent
2. difficult
3. impolite
4. intelligent
15. In an aquarium, there are 60 fish, 40 crabs, 30 shrimps and 50 squids. Which graph is correct?

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.
16-18 Look at the bar chart.

16. Which drink has ten grams of sugar?
   1. UHT milk  
   3. Yoghurt  
   2. Soy milk  
   4. Fruit juice

17. Which drink has the most sugar?
   1. UHT Milk  
   3. Yoghurt  
   2. Soy milk  
   4. Soft drinks

18. Which sentence is correct?
   1. UHT milk has no sugar.  
   2. Soy milk has the least sugar.  
   3. Yoghurt has less sugar than soft drinks.  
   4. Fruit juice has more sugar than soy milk.
19. Which sentence is correct?

1. The high school is beside the library.
2. The restaurant is opposite the supermarket.
3. The coffee shop is next to the department store.
4. The bookstore is between the hospital and the museum.

20. From home, how can you get to the post office?

1. Take Blue Street and turn right to Red Street. It is on your left.
2. Take Red Street and turn right to Blue Street. It is on your left.
3. Take Yellow Street and turn left to Black Street. It is on your right.
4. Take Black Street and turn left to Yellow Street. It is on your right.
21-25 Read the poster.

**Big Cleaning Day**

**Saturday 23 January 2016**

**Beach Fun and Community Action**

*Easy as: 1-2-3:*

1. Come join us at the playground at 9.00 a.m.
2. Walk to the beach with your bag and gloves.
3. Collect the garbage like bottles, cans, plastic bags, etc. until noon.

*The prize will go to the person who get the heaviest garbage.*

21. What date is “Big Cleaning Day”?

1. Twenty-three of January, twenty sixteen.
2. January the twenty-third, two zero one six.
4. The twenty-third of January, two thousand sixteen.
22. Where is the cleaning activity?
   1. At the beach.
   2. In the ocean.
   3. In the school.
   4. At the playground.

23. From the poster, which of the following is not garbage?
   1. A can
   2. A prize
   3. A bottle
   4. A plastic bag

24. How many hours does the activity take?
   1. One
   2. Two
   3. Three
   4. Nine

25. Who will get the prize?
   1. Jack who got five foam noodle cups.
   2. Steve who found a pair of old sunglasses.
   3. Nancy who picked up three small boxes of soft drinks.
   4. Peter who collected two pairs of old leather boots.
Directions:

Item 26-40

Choose the correct answer to complete the conversation and the passage.

ข้อ 26-40 ข้อถึงค่าตอบที่เหมาะสมที่สุดในแบบฝึกหัด และข้อความ

26. At school

Wanida: ________

Teacher: Hi, Wanida, you come very early today.

1. Good luck.
2. Who are you?
3. Good morning.
4. How do you do?

27. Irene: How often do you wash your clothes?

Alice: ________ I usually do it every Saturday.

1. Every day.
2. Once a week.
3. Twice a month.
4. Six times a year.
28. Ping: Do you like that movie?
Kim: ________. It's amazing.
   1. Yes, I do.
   2. Yes, I am.
   3. No, I don't.
   4. No, I'm not.

29. Joe: What subject do you like most?
Jim: English. It's fun.
Joe: ________. A lot of foreigners visit our province, and I like talking to them.
   1. Me, too.
   2. Not for me.
   3. Me, neither.
   4. Neither do I.
30. **At the book shop**

Jonathan: __________

Shopkeeper: Twenty five baht.

1. How long is it?
2. How much is it?
3. How often do you read?
4. How many books are there?

31. **Ann:** The weather is very hot. Let’s go to the beach!

Beth: __________ I love to swim in the sea.

1. That’s a good idea.
2. That sounds dangerous.
3. That’s very kind of you.
4. That seems very unhappy.
32. John: What do you like to do in your free time?
   Jane: I like reading and watching TV. __________
   John: I collect stamps.

   1. How are you?
   2. How about you?
   3. What do you do?
   4. What are you doing?

33. Peter: I visited my grandparents in Khonkaen last weekend.
   Mark: Great! __________
   Peter: I went shopping and had dinner with them.

   1. How did you go back?
   2. What did you do there?
   3. When did you go shopping?
   4. Where did you have dinner?
34. On the phone
   Metha: Please ask John to call back Metha.
   Nancy: __________, please.

   1. Speak softly
   2. See you later
   3. Say your name again
   4. Send your telephone number

35. At the party
   Frank: Joey, do you know that song? What's the name?
   Joey: __________, what did you say?
   Frank: The name of the song! What is it?

   1. Sorry
   2. Certainly
   3. Not at all
   4. My pleasure
I learned how to ___(36)___ lettuce at school. Lettuce grows best in full sun. At first, we prepared the soil with organic matter. We put ___(37)___ deep in the ground. We watered them carefully all over the land. We got a lot of fresh lettuces, so, at noon, we cooked them for ___(38)___.

When we have more vegetable, we ___(39)___ them to people in the village. People like our vegetable very much. I love this job, so I will be a ___(40)___ when I grow up.

36. 1. eat  2. keep  3. pack  4. plant
37. 1. seeds  2. roots  3. leaves  4. flowers
38. 1. breakfast  2. lunch  3. dinner  4. supper
39. 1. buy  2. sell  3. lend  4. borrow
40. 1. sailor  2. designer  3. fisherman  4. gardener